
Epikris
	So we know Atlantis, yeah?  Big city, sunk into the ocean, probably because Poseidon and Dionysus were getting drunk and completely forgot about it*.  Well Epikris is sort of the opposite, in that it's a city that was swallowed by a mountain.

			After the war between the old Titans and the Olympians,
			Zeus had most of the Titans banished to the underworld
			with only the sons of Iapetus left to suffer for the crimes
			 of their kind.

	Quick break here.  I'm not sure what sort of continuity there is between these entries, because the "sons of Iapetus" (Generally described paradoxically as a God of Mortality) include Atlas, who technically shouldn't be suffering for the "crimes" of the Titans because he just offered to help out a weird duck.  Either that, or Atlas just isn't a son of Iapetus in these stories, which leaves us with Hindisght- Epimetheus (who we'll get to); Foresight- Prometheus (who suffers by having his liver continuously eaten, which... ew); and Rashness- Menoetius (who was struck down by lightening in the Titan war and now has wrestling matches in the underworld. Look it up).  Anyways, before we even get into Epikris, I have no idea how Atlas fits into everything.

			Epimetheus, the Reliant One, was forced to guard the
			entrance to the Titan's pit in Tartarus which was
			nestled amongst the Nebrodi Mountains.  Epimetheus,
			having no foresight and only being able to reflect on the
			past, would kill anyone who approached, only to realize
			after that they meant no harm.  Soon, among the
			mountains of rock and bones and memories, a city was
			founded.  This was the city of Epikris.

	From there it's a bunch of names of kings and genealogy for a while, but the gist of everything is that regardless of the questionable founding of a city next to a giant old god who can't think forward and will probably kill everyone, Epikris flourished.  In fact, the very nature of Epimetheus' weird anger always gave them food for they ate what the giant killed, and the nature of his weird sorrow always gave them water because they drank his tears.  Soon Epikris was a bustling city of metal and mining, but it was still unfortunately located dangerously close to a gateway to one of the most dangerous pits of the underworld and a good dumping ground for a lot of the Olympians' trash.

			The Aetnan Pit near Epikris was the birthplace of the
			dreaded monster Typhon, whho had a hundred snake
			heads and spoke in one thousand cacophonous voices,
			and the Pit was also where Zeus flung his hated son
			Hephaestus once he had a legitimate heir in Athena.
			It was in Epikris that Hephaestus learned the art and
			craft of metallurgy and smithing, and it was there that
			his thirst for vengeance grew and festered.

	Okay, other quick note: Hephaestus is the Greek version of Vulcan, the volcano God.  He was the son of Zeus and Hera (sort of) and had a massively deformed foot and was also really, really ugly.  In fact, he was so deformed and ugly that Zeus decided to throw him off of Olympus where he fell for an entire day before hitting the ground and landing in a Volcano where he was raised by a foster family.  This is just another instance in a long line of evidence that Zeus is a complete asscat.
	So Hephaestus is living in Epikris and getting really pissed at his birth father for abandoning him and he's also learning how to make really incredibly intricate things out of metal.  Things like golden robots. Things like Apollo's famous winged helmet and sandals (so, you know, the entire look of Apollo).  By the time he was an adult, Hephaestus was the shit.  So much so that Mom and Dad decided that maybe they should reconnect, so Zeus had him make a new golden throne for Hera.  In a fit of vengeance, Hephaestus made the throne so that when Hera sat on it she would become trapped on the throne forever, unable to stand or move.  No one, not even Zeus, could cut through the straps and free Hera, and all the time people were asking Hephaestus to free his mother but he was like:
	 "Dude, Hera gave birth to me but she gave up being my Mom when she allowed her drunk asshole of a husband to throw me off of a mountain into an active volcano".
	So Drunk Asshole Zeus got together with Drunk Asshole Dionysus and got Hephaestus really drunk and brought him back up to Olympus where he stayed the rest of his life. And Epikris?  Well we're getting to the part where it's swallowed by a mountain.

			When Hephaestus rode back into Olympus, his Golden
			Automatons were left to man the massive iron forge.
			Without guidance, however, the forge bubbled and the
			Automatons panicked, melted, and awoke the terrible
			beast Typhon which caused more havoc in the Aetnean
			Pit.  The People of Epikris cried to Olypmus for help, for
			the Mountain that had provided them with so much was
			in the midst of a rebellion against them.  Zeus heard the
			cries of the Epikrians, and knowing that so long as the
			city remained Hephaestus would always have a tie to the
			mortal world, chose to ignore the please.  As the Pit over-
			flowed with molten iron and gold, Epimetheus fought the
			Mountain, not thinking of the mortals below.  With that,
			Epikris was swallowed and disappeared into the Nebrodi
			Mountains forever.


	So everyone gets drowned by molten iron and crushed by rocks because Zeus wants the son he threw out who's now really famous to keep on making neat stuff for him.  But, luckily just like Atlantis still exists and is full of merepeople, Epikris still exists inside of Mount Etna and it's full of molepeople.  Also, a golden robot army controlled by a pissed-off volcano God.  So at least they have that going for them.









*Apparently "Atlantis" comes from the ancient Greek "Island of Atlas".  Go figure, the second the poor guy gets some credit for carrying the Earth all the time some other asshole God looses your island.
